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Abstract. Today’s enterprises heavily rely upon accurate, consistent, and timely access to data. However, company data is typically scattered across multiple
databases and file shares in a multitude of forms and versions. Moreover, an increasing amount of valuable background information is available outside the
companies' influence and control. This situation is typical for many enterprise
information integration scenarios, also in Austria’s largest broadcasting media
archive. Our demonstration argues for an information integration approach that
uses semantic web principles to interlink archival media content of the Austrian
Broadcasting Corporation (ORF) with the web of data and with internal
knowledge resources to facilitate semantic search and to increase the user experience of browsing and discovering media content in the daily production workflow.
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1

Introduction

The Linked Open Data (LOD) community project was initiated in 2007 by the W3C
[1] and proposes the usage of standards like the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [2] for publishing datasets on the web in order to make them available for interlinking [3]. The number of datasets available, commonly referred to as the Linked
Data Cloud1 [4], is still growing and provides enterprises with the opportunity to interlink enterprise data with background information or to allow for disambiguation of
concepts. Enterprises however still hesitate to use Linked Data in their value chain.
Based on experiences with industrial partners, the main barriers in the adoption of
Linked Data are (i) a rather new technology since accessing data from the Linked
Data cloud is still cumbersome; (ii) the lack of complete solutions because Linked
Data is still considered read-only and metadata-only whilst enterprise data is highly
dynamic and increasingly includes multimedia content and (iii) the need of adapting
established enterprise processes when using linked data [5].
1

http://richard.cyganiak.de/2007/10/lod/
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With this
t article wee propose the integration off large datasets available on the web
by follow
wing the Link
ked Data princciples as outlined in [6] to
o enhance cloosed enterprise conntent with additional inform
mation from th
he Linked Opeen Data cloudd [7]. This
demo usees the Linked Media Frameework (LMF2) [8], a platform for enterpr
prise information inntegration. Baased on Linkked Data as well
w as Apach
he Stanbol 3 foor content
analysis, the LMF show
ws how to eliiminate the en
ntry barriers when
w
using Linnked Data
in enterprrises.

2

Seemantic Media Archivve

The Austtrian Public Broadcaster’s
B
((ORF – Österrreichischer Rundfunk) archhive is the
central reepository for all
a video and audio materiaal created by the ORF in tthe last 60
years andd contains a vast
v amount off media conteent in differen
nt formats. Thhe primary
objective of the archive is to preservve audio/video
o content for potential
p
futurre use and
make it accessible
a
to editors. Wheen archiving new
n
content, several archivving tools
restrictedd to expert useers are used; FESAD4 as an
a example is used to mannage video
based conntent. Howev
ver, for journaalists, editors and program planners the archiving
division uses
u
a web based tool for federated seaarch and investigation. Forr now, the
work of describing
d
thee clips (e.g. annnotating the content)
c
is acttually carried out solely
by membbers of the arcchiving divisiion. The userss of the search tool current
ntly cannot
modify/annnotate conten
nt in order to improve data quality or seaarch confidencce.
The main
m objective for the ORF iis therefore to (i) provide ad
dditional inforrmation to
the end users
u
like edito
ors and journaalists, (ii) to allow
a
simple annotation
a
meaans which
are not reestricted to the archiving ddivision and (iiii) provide/inttegrate semanntic search
facilities for improved search resultss. As an integrrated solution we integratedd the LMF
as Linkedd Media Server in the Archhival Toolset of the ORF. In
I addition to the existing tools,, the LMF prrovides extendded semantic search facilities and also aallows for
interlinking of archival content withh publicly avaailable linked data
d sources. As shown
RCo by adding
g itself as an additional
in Fig. 1,, the LMF exttends the searrch tool mAR
The annodata sourrce and by pro
oviding meanss for annotatin
ng mARCO seearch results. T
tations arre then subjectt of future seaarches in mAR
RCo.

Fig. 1. S
Semantic Mediaa Archive
2
3
4

http://ccode.google.com
m/p/lmf/
http://inncubator.apache.org/stanbol/
FESAD
D – Video Arch
hival System useed by ORF, AR
RD
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2.1

An
nnotating Meedia Content

When broowsing search
h results, editoors or journallists are enabled to annotatee the content. Witth the help off a special annnotation plug
gin, the formeerly “read-onlly” search
result pagge becomes editable
e
by injjecting the an
nnotation featu
ures into the w
web page.
Parts of the
t page such as the content
nt description are
a analyzed by
b Apache Staanbol5. As
a result, eligible
e
resourrce annotationns are provided
d to the user as
a shown in Fiig. 2.

Fig. 2. Annotaation and interliinking interfacee

By selectting a suggesttion, the journnalist can review the proposal and finallyy annotate
the conteent. The Lin
nked Media F
Framework stores
s
the annotation by means of
SPARQL
L Update [10]] and also coollects the av
vailable propeerties of the rreferenced
resource and thus makees the informaation immediaately availablee for semanticc search.
2.2

Seemantic Mediia Search

The searcch experiencee can be imprroved by facillitating the seemantic relatioons of the
archived data. By using the semantiic concepts off the data whicch are either pproduction
related (ee. g. moderato
or, editor, proogram etc.) or content related (e.g. persoons named
or in videeo, content description, locaation of the cllips content), it is possible tto provide
a faceted search as sho
own in Fig. 3,, for example to narrow do
own the searchh, the user
rties shown in the search intterface.
may selecct one or moree facet propert

Fig. 3.. Search Demon
nstrator
5

http://inncubator.apache.org/stanbol
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3

DEMO OUTLINE

The Linked Media Framework (LMF) serves as the backend whereas the both clients
for search and annotation are lightweight JavaScript implementations using RESTful
webservices for the communication with the backend service. The LMF is a service
oriented framework which uses semi-structured data representation (RDF) and HTTP
URLs as uniform resource identifier to store and identify resources, as recommended
for Linked Data [6]. The demo we show at the conference will first show the Semantic Search Component as it is a fundamental part of the LMF and demonstrates the
power and flexibility of using Semantic Web technologies for search and retrieval.
We will then use a VIE bookmarklet6 for the annotation of a typical ORF search result
page which relies on concepts from DBPedia7 and an internal SKOS8 based thesaurus.
Accepting proposed annotations with the LMF will immediately influence the search
results and optionally add new concepts to an internal company thesaurus. In the production scenario, the LMF will also be tightly connected with the mARCo search
facility and therefore will be part of the federated search component.
The LMF integrates/connects the linked data cloud as possible sources for background information and finally enables annotation by storing selected concepts in the
(local) Linked Data server by means of SPARQL Update statements. In particular this
annotation functionality will be subject of the demonstration given at I-Semantics to
first show the where we will preload the LMF with a selection of news articles out of
the Austrian Broadcasters Archive. The demonstration will also cover how the news
articles are presented to journalists for annotation. Finally, the demonstration of the
search interface is also available online at the NewMediaLabs demonstration site9.

4

CONCLUSION

The potential of Linked Data in general and the Linked Media Framework as a
platform for supporting semantic search has been proven in several projects. With this
demonstration we aimed to outline its potential for the use in an Enterprise Information Integration scenario where Linked Data technology is used to support users in
their daily work and to improve the amount and quality of content annotation. The
latter directly leads to an improved search result with respect to precision which is a
fundamental requirement in the news domain. Because of the smooth integration in
existing processes, the functionality is offered as an optional add-on to the users. The
improved search results as well as the provided background information are the inducement for the users to use the offered functionality. In contrast to the increasing
number of semantic web case studies 10 , the demonstrated scenario Linked Media
Framework allows the publication of structured information as Linked Data and also
6
7
8
9
10

http://szabyg.github.com/vie-annotation-bookmarklet/
http://dbpedia.org
http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/
http://labs.newmedialab.at/ORF/orf/search/index.html
http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/sweo/public/UseCases/
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enables the full read-write management of the published data and in particular enables
the full roundtrip of annotations for further usage during search and retrieval.

5
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